Concept of
• Get an orbit and cascade down (all materials)
• Get captured by the nucleus, combine with a proton to form a neutron (increasingly high probability for higher Z) 
Experimental Concept

S1
Drift Detectors
• Use charge particle tracking detectors to measure cosmic ray trajectories.
• Reconstruct dense objects with high stopping power and large secondary multiplicities using tomography.
• Measure fission radiation produced by µ -stopped in fissile material (Det Eff ~ 100%).
• Ex:~6 µ -captured/min in 20kg U • Coincidence counting of resulting fission gammas and neutrons => ~ 10 min count time
Scintillation Detectors
Imaging of Cosmic Ray Muon-Induced Fission
Mini-muon Tracker builds an image of cosmic-ray tracks. Coincidence with neutron counts localizes fissile material (uranium cube) in the image. 
Muon Stopping and Coincidence
Analysis code processes raw data and creates stopped tracks and full tracks. The neutron 7ming is also embedded in the post--processed data stream.
The GUI displays the results and allows the user to select regions of interest along with controlling the projec7on space and 7ming parameters for neutron coincidence.
The data shown in this GUI is of an LEU block surrounded by a doghouse of poly. The He--3 detector box was located on top of the doghouse. • Build a realistic, portable hardware for field trials: -6' x 6' muon tracker (to fit into standard shipping sea container for portability) -6' x 6' secondary particle detector (scintillator) -cabling and integration -commissioning • Perform extensive Monte Carlo capability study, high-performance computing at LANL or Berkeley • Image reconstruction algorithm and software development, experimental data analysis • Detailed plan for proof-of-concept demonstration • Classified/unclassified imaging of realistic objects, proof-of-concept demo
Material Identification
